ABSTRACT Traditional multi-task multi-view (MTMV) models work under the single-objective learning framework and cannot incorporate too many regularization terms, which are primarily attributed to the utilization of the conventional numerical optimization methods. To this end, a cooperative multi-objective MTMV (CMO-MTMV) learning method is proposed in this paper. In CMO-MTMV, the MTMV problem is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. Compared with the existing single-objective MTMV learning methods, the proposed CMO-MTMV method integrates more relations, including task-task, view-view, instance-instance, and feature-feature relations as multiple objectives. An effective cooperative multi-objective quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (CMOQPSO) algorithm is further developed to solve the multi-objective optimization problem. The integration of a multi-swarm scheme and a local communication strategy in CMOQPSO renders this algorithm efficient. The experimental results verify the superiority of the proposed CMO-MTMV method compared with the several state-of-the-art machine-learning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the fields of data mining, imaging processing and biomedicine, many problems involve multi-view data. Each view reflects one part of the problem's characteristics and provides us with one perspective to understand the problem. Multi-view learning (MVL) [1] - [4] makes better use of these different views and yields improved results compared with learning from single-view data. Besides, many realworld problems are similar or related to each other. For such problems, learning them jointly using multi-task learning (MTL) [5] - [7] typically improves the performance of each task compared to learning them separately. Nevertheless, there are many practical problems that involve both multiview learning and multi-task learning. In these problems, a single learning task might have features in multiple views, and different learning tasks might be related to each other through one or more shared views. This forms a more challenging problem called multi-task multi-view (MTMV) learning [8] - [10] , which is illustrated in Figure 1 .
To solve MTMV learning problems, existing MTMV studies are based on single-objective function which often formulates it as a convex optimization problem and utilizes an alternative iteration procedure to find the optimal solution. Typical works include IteM 2 [11] , regMVMT [10] and CSL-MTMV [8] . Although these works have demonstrated effectiveness on some MTMV applications, they still have several limitations. First, they consider only a limited number of relation types. If the models include three or more relations, the corresponding objective function will involve greater numbers of regularization terms, and it is difficult for conventional cross-validation methods to determine the optimal values for the regularization coefficients. Second, traditional methods often compute the objective function as the weighted sum of the loss function and several regularization terms. However, the optimums of these components are always inconsistent, and the optimal solution of minimizing the objective function is the compromise between these components. Constructing an accurate MTMV learning model should consider many factors. First, the model should fit the training data as much as possible, which is always implemented by a loss function, such as a squared mean error function, hinge loss function or logistic function. Second, various types of intrinsic relations should be considered, including featurefeature, view-view, task-task, and instance-instance relations. If we take into account all these factors simultaneously in an MTMV learning model, there will be so many components in the objective function that it is difficult for traditional numerical optimization methods to optimize it.
In this study, we propose a cooperative multi-objective MTMV learning method (CMO-MTMV), in which we formulate the MTMV learning problem as a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP). The proposed method has several objectives including the loss function and several criterions for task-task, view-view, instance-instance and feature-feature relations. To find the optimal solutions, we further develop an efficient multi-objective quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization algorithm CMOQPSO using multi-swarm cooperative strategy, which utilizes a novel local communication mechanism based on ring topology for both intra-subswarms and inter-subswarms. The integration of the multi-swarm scheme and local communication strategy in CMOQPSO maintain diversity while taking advantage of the global convergence. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to jointly model multiple relations in MTMV models and solve MTMV problems using a multi-objective optimization method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of MTMV learning methods based on conventional single-objective optimization as well as the state-of-the-art quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed CMO-MTMV method. Section 4 reports the experimental results, and Section 5 draws conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS A. SINGLE-OBJECTIVE MTMV LEARNING
MTMV learning integrates multi-task learning and multiview learning. To date, researchers have proposed several methods for MTMV learning. He et al. investigated MTMV problems and proposed a graph-based iterative algorithm (IteM 2 ) for multi-view multi-task learning with applications for text classification [11] . The IteM 2 algorithm projects any two tasks to a new reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) based on the common views shared by the two given tasks. Both task relatedness and view consistency are considered in IteM 2 . IteM 2 is a transductive learning method and is thus unable to generate predictive models on independent unknown testing samples. Using an inductive learning framework, Zhang and Huan proposed regMVMT [10] , in which task relatedness and view consistency are also considered using regularization terms. Because different tasks are coupled in regMVMT, regMVMT requires more memory to store data. Based on regMVMT, Jin et al. [8] proposed an inductive convex-shared structure learning framework, CSL-MTMV, for MTMV learning problems. CSL-MTMV learns shared predictive structures from multiple related tasks that have common views and uses the consistency among different views to improve performance. The optimization problem in CSL-MTMV is converted into a convex problem, which is solved by a proposed alternating optimization algorithm. In contrast to regMVMT, CSL-MTMV decouples different tasks using an alternating strategy and thus is more scalable to problems with large numbers of tasks. Yang and He [9] considered additional types of relationships, including tasktask, view-view and instance-instance relationships, and proposed the M 3 learning method, which combines the block coordinate descent method and bundle method for optimization. Wang et al. [12] proposed a sparse MTMV classification method M3CC for multi-center autism spectrum disorder (ASD) diagnosis, which significantly improves the performance of ASD diagnosis compared to existing methods.
All of the abovementioned works are based on singleobjective learning. They either adopt only one objective as the cost function or aggregate multiple regularization terms into a scalar cost function. Moreover, they consider no more than three types of relationships when building the model. These limitations are primarily attributed to the limitations of the adopted numerical optimization algorithms, restricting the number of optimized regularization coefficients and preventing them from addressing more complex regularization terms.
B. QUANTUM-BEHAVED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (QPSO) ALGORITHM
In recent years, a variety of evolutionary algorithms have been applied to address the MOPs due to their populationbased nature. Among these algorithms, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [13] , [14] has attracted considerable interest due to its relatively simple operation and competitive performance [15] - [17] . Thus far, more than fifty variants of multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) methods have been reported in the literature [18] - [20] . However, as proven by Van den Bergh [21] , the classical PSO is not a global search algorithm or even a local one according to the convergence criteria provided by Solis and Wets [22] . Therefore, MOPSOs, which are derived from PSO, do not always converge to global optima.
In contrast to PSO, QPSO [23] , first introduced by Sun et al. in 2004 , is a new population-based algorithm whose global convergence is guaranteed if the contraction-expansion (CE) coefficient of the algorithm is properly selected [24] , [25] . Sun et al. showed that QPSO is a form of contraction mapping on the probability metric space, that its orbit is probabilistic bounded, and that, in turn, the algorithm converges asymptotically to the global optimum. QPSO outperforms PSO, as well as most other evolutionary algorithms, due to these characteristics.
In QPSO, each particle is located in an exponential distributed potential with center p i (local attractor) and distribution scope L i . For convenience, both the i-th particle and its position are represented by x i henceforth. Compared with PSO, the significant advantage of QPSO is that its global convergence is theoretically guaranteed [24] . In addition, QPSO is considerably easier to control, benefiting from its single parameter. Sun et al. further analyzed the trajectory of this algorithm and found that convergence of the entire particle swarm may be achieved if each particle x i in a D-dimensional space converges to its local attractor p i = p i,1 , p i,2 , . . . , p i,D [26] :
where ϕ is a sequence of uniformly distributed random numbers in (0,1), and p i,j (t) is the j-th component of p i in the t-th iteration. During its evolution, each individual particle in QPSO moves in the search space with a δ potential on each dimension, the center of which is the point p i,j . When the i-th particle evolves its position from iteration t to (t + 1) in this δ potential, the new position x i (t + 1) is subject to an exponential distribution. The distribution scope of each particle is elaborately set to relate to its relative position in the entire swarm:
where mbest is the mean of the personal best positions among all particles:
In this manner, particles far away from the center of the entire swarm will have a larger search scope, whereas those particles close to the middle will search in only a relatively limited small space. Therefore, the position of the particle in QPSO is updated according to the following iterative equation:
where x i,j is the j-th component of the i-th particle's position. µ is a random number uniformly distributed in (0,1) and β is the contraction-expansion coefficient, which is employed to control the convergence speed of the algorithm. Sun et al.
showed that β must be set less than 1.782 to guarantee the convergence of the particle [23] . QPSO has shown success in solving a wide range of single-objective optimization problems [27] - [29] . Although QPSO guarantees global convergence and behaves competitively when solving single-objective optimization problems, it cannot be directly applied to solve the complex MOPs. Therefore, an effective multi-objective variant of QPSO becomes essential.
III. CMO-MTMV: COOPERATIVE MULTI-OBJECTIVE MTMV LEARNING
Suppose we have T tasks and V views in total. For the t-th task with N t instances, t ∈ [1, T ], let X t , w t and y t denote the feature matrix, the parameter vector and the label vector, respectively. Additionally,
t represents the feature matrix of the v-th view in the t-th task, and M is the total number of features. Similarly,
is the parameter vector of the v-th view for the t-th task. Furthermore, W represents the weight matrix for all tasks. Let (·) i and (·) j represent the i-th row and j-th column of the matrix, respectively. Specifically, (X t ) i denotes the feature vector of the i-th instance in the t-the task, while ((X t ) i ) j represents the j-th feature of the i-th instance in the t-th task. Figure 2 provides the notations in this paper.
A. THE CMO-MTMV OBJECTIVES WITH MULTIPLE RELATIONS
In this subsection, we propose a novel MTMV model with multiple relations and formulate it as the following multiobjective optimization problem with six objectives: 
1) LOSS FUNCTION
Similar with most MTMV models, we use the following Eq.(5) as the loss function in our CMO-MTMV:
which ensures that the prediction should fit the training labels as much as possible.
2) SPARSITY ACROSS TASKS
In applications such as neuroimaging, it is necessary to select features across tasks. In this work, we use the following Eq.(7) to achieve this goal:
where W 2,1 is the l 2,1 -norm of W, which ensures that a small number of features are jointly selected across tasks.
3) TASK-TASK RELATION
In a multi-task setting, the task-task relation should be considered. If the features of the i-th task and the j-th task are closely related in multi-task learning, their corresponding w i and w j should also be similar. This relation is formulated as follows:
where g i,j measures the similarity between the i-th task and the j-th task as follows:
where:
In a multi-view setting, it is reasonable to presume that the discriminant functions of different views tend to yield the same label for the same instance. This relation is formulated as follows:
5) INSTANCE-INSTANCE RELATION
We consider the instance-instance relation in each task. That is, if instances are similar to each other, their prediction should also be similar. This relation can be formulated as follows:
in which:
6) FEATURE-FEATURE RELATION
We consider the relational information between features. If two features are highly similar to each other, their corresponding coefficient vectors should also be similar. In other words,
where r t,p,q measures the similarity between the p-th feature and q-th feature of X t :
2ω 2 (16) in which:
Our goal is to minimize all of the objectives in Eq. (5) simultaneously. The traditional MTMV modeling method is often formulated as an optimization problem which minimizes the following learning criterion in Eq. (18):
where µ i , i = 1, . . . , 6, are the component weights, and they are always specified based on user preference. Eq. (18) is difficult to optimize using traditional numerical optimization methods due to the large number of regularization coefficients involved. Moreover, it ignores the inconsistency of the optimal solutions for different components. In other words, the optimal solutions for minf 1 (W) minf 2 (W) , . . . , minf 6 (W) might differ considerably from each other, making it difficult to find the global optimal solution for Eq. (18) . In contrast to traditional MTMV solutions based on single objective function, the multi-objective solution in Eq. (5) does not need to specify the regularization coefficients in Eq. (18) and is more likely to find the global optimal solution.
B. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION BASED ON MULTI-SWARM COOPERATIVE STRATEGY
In this subsection, a cooperative multi-objective quantumbehaved particle swarm optimization algorithm (CMOQPSO) is proposed to optimize the multi-objective optimization problem in Eq. (5). We choose CMOQPSO instead of the existing multi-objective optimization algorithms, because CMOQPSO has less parameter while guaranteeing global convergence.
In the CMOQPSO, all particles are divided into several cooperative sub-swarms. During the optimization process, the information flows among subswarms and within each subswarm in the ring topological model. The CMOQPSO generates a number of Pareto-optimal solutions, based on which we further devise a selection-combined strategy to subsequently obtain the final optimal solution.
1) CMOQPSO: A NOVEL COOPERATIVE MULTI-OBJECTIVE QUANTUM-BEHAVED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Although the QPSO can guarantee the global convergence and performs better when solving single-objective optimization problems, like other PSO versions, the rapid decline of the swarm diversity makes it difficult for the algorithm to solve MOPs. As such, we propose a so-called CMOQPSO, which incorporates a multi-swarm strategy into the QPSO to perform multi-objective optimization by multiple swarms in a way. Moreover, a novel local communication strategy based on ring topology is used between sub-swarms as well as within each sub-swarm. The integration of a multiswarm scheme and the novel local communication strategy can maintain the swarm diversity while taking advantage of the strong global search ability of the QPSO, so that the CMOQPSO has promising performance for solving the 6-objective optimization problem in Eq.(5).
In population-based algorithms, different communication mechanisms among individuals can be represented by different topologies, which properly have impact on the convergence rate [20] . The original QPSO uses the fully connected topology as shown in Figure 3(a) , in which all particles are connected to each other and each particle receives information from the entire swarm. When using such a topology, the swarm trends to converge more quickly than when using ring topology as shown in Figure 3 (b) [20] . Due to this consideration, in the proposed CMOQPSO, all particles are divided into several cooperative sub-swarms and communication takes place both between subswarms and with each subswarm according to the ring topology. As demonstrated in Figure 4 , two levels of cooperation are involved in the CMOQPSO: intra-subswarm coopeation and inter-subswarm cooperation. For intra-subswarm cooperation, it is ensured that each particle connects and cooperates with its two immediate neighbors, which slows down the convergence rate and maintains diversity by limiting the communication scope of each particle. Accordingly, the position of particles in the k-th sub-swarm is updated by using the following Eq.(19):
where x k i,j and p k i,j represent the j-th component of the i-th particle's position and the local attractor, respectively, in the k-th sub-swarm. Moreover, for inter-subswarms cooperation, each particle in a subswarm share the global best positions. Similar to other multi-objective optimization methods, each sub-swarm in the CMOQPSO has an external archive to store
Algorithm 1 CMOQPSO Algorithm
Input: K : the number of sub-swarms H : the size of each sub-swarm N : the size of each sub-swarm's external archive x k i : the position of the i-th particle in the k-th sub-swarm t max : the maximum iteration β : contraction-expansion coefficient Output:
E : the external archive
Step 1: Initialization of all sub-swarms:
Step 1 If t > t max , stop and combine all the external archives E = K k=1 E k , remove the dominated solutions in E. Return all of the individuals in E. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Update all sub-swarms:
For the k-th sub-swarm, k ∈ [1, K ]:
Step 3.1: Update the position of each particle x k i : Step 3.1.1: Select a global best position gbest h i from the external archive E h of the h-th sub-swarm, where
Step 3. Step 3.2.1:
Step 3.2.2: Remove the dominated solutions in E k (t + 1).
Step 3.2.3: If the size of the current E k (t + 1) is larger than N , calculate the crowding distance of each individual in E k (t + 1), sort them in descending order of crowding distance, and keep the first N individuals in E k (t + 1).
Step 4: t = t + 1, go to Step 2. nondominated solutions as leader particles. For the k-th subswarm, whenever the leader particle should be selected as gbest particle, we select from the external archive of the neighbor sub-swarm instead of its own external archive with a certain probability. That is, the local attractor p k i,j in Eq. (19) is formulated as follows: (20) where t max is the maximum iteration time, t is the current iteration time, gbest k j is the j-th component of the leader particle selected from the k-th sub-swarm according to the crowding distance [30] . Prior to selection, the crowding factor of each leader is calculated, followed by subsequent selection via a binary tournament based on the crowding factor. A particle with a larger crowding distance has a greater chance of being chosen as a leader.
In the CMOQPSO, the crowding distance is also used to determine which leaders will remain over generations when the maximum external archive size is exceeded. The particle in the archive with the smallest crowding distance should be removed first whenever needed.
When the multi-objective optimization problem is solved in CMO-MTMV, each particle x in the CMOQPSO represents a candidate weight matrix W, i.e., x ∈ R M ×T as shown in Figure 2 (b). Below we summarize the proposed CMOQPSO algorithm. 
2) OBTAINING THE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
After optimization using CMOQPSO, we obtain a set of candidate solutions to Eq. (18) rather than only one solution. Each particle in E is a combination of a set of candidate classifiers for different tasks. To generate the final result W for Eq. (18), we select the best classifier for each task and recombine them. We develop the Select-Combine algorithm to summarize this procedure in Algorithm 2, which is further illustrated by Figure 5 . The notation used in Algorithm 2 is same as that used in Section 3, where x i represents the i-th particle in E and (x i ) t represents the t-th column in x i .
Algorithm 2 Select-Combine Algorithm
Input: E : the external archive achieved by CMOQPSO T : the number of tasks Output:
W : the final weight matrix
Step 1: For each task, do
Step 2-4.
Step 2: For each candidate solution x i (1 ≤ i ≤ |E|) in E, calculate the prediction error on the t-th task:
Step 3: Select the solution x j whose prediction error for the t-th task is the smallest.
Step 4: Set the final optimal solution for the t-th task
Step 5: Return the final weight matrix W.
The whole CMO-MTMV procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 CMO-MTMV
Step 1: Initialization For a T -task, V -view learning problem, with a total of M features, initialize K , H , N , x k i , MaxIt and β for CMOQPSO.
Step 2: Optimization using CMOQPSO The output external archive E is used as the input of the Select-Combine algorithm.
Step 3: Obtain the best weight matrix W using the Select-Combine algorithm
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. COMPARISON METHODS AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed CMO-MTMV, we conducted several experiments based on datasets including the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) database [31] , the NUS-WIDE Object web image database [32] and the 20 Newsgroups database [33] .
We compared the proposed method with several state-ofthe-art methods, including regMVMT [10] , CSL-MTMV [8] M3CC [12] and LeastL21 [34] . The regMVMT [10] , CSL-MTMV [8] and M3CC [12] are typical methods used to handle MTMV data. As LeastL21 does not consider multiview settings, we concatenated all features across multiple views into a long vector when it was run on the MTMV data.
The parameters of these four methods were set as described in their original paper. The grid searching strategy was applied to identify optimal values for each regularization hyperparameter from 10 −5 , 10 −4 , . . . , 10 5 . For CMO-MTMV, we use a total of 5 sub-swarms. The size of each sub-swarm and its external archive is fixed to 20 particles. We iterated 250 times, leading to 25,000 function evaluations in total. CMO-MTMV achieved the best performance when implementing the CMOQPSO algorithm with β decreasing linearly from 1.3 to 0.1. In practice, the settings for β may vary for different datasets.
In our experiments, the accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE) were adopted to evaluate all the algorithms They were defined as follows in Eqs. (21) (22) (23) :
where TP, TN , FP and FN represented true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative, respectively. In each experiment, we adopted a 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performances of different methods. To avoid bias caused by random fold selection, we repeated the 10-fold cross-validation 20 times and reported the average statistics and standard deviations of all 20 repetitions.
B. EXPERIMENTS USING THE ABIDE DATABASE
The ABIDE database (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/ indi/abide/) has aggregated functional and structural brain imaging data collected from multiple imaging centers across the United States to accelerate understanding of the neural bases of autism. For each imaging center in ABIDE, both T1-weighted MR images and resting state functional MR images are collected, but the scanners and imaging parameters each center employs differ from those of other centers. Therefore, building different autism spectrum disorder classifiers for different imaging centers is considered a series of related tasks with two views.
Based on ABIDE, we generated two subsets ASD4 and ASD5, which include four and five learning tasks, respectively. We extracted the regional morphological features from the T1-weighted MRI using the standard FreeSurfer pipeline. Moreover, we extracted functional connectivity features from rs-fMRI using the standard pipeline provided by ABIDE. To measure functional connectivity between ROIs, we computed pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients, whose values were between −1 and 1 for individual ROI pairs under consideration. The above processing resulted in a 116×116 correlation matrix for each subject. Because the matrix was symmetric, we treated correlation measures in the upper triangle of the matrix as inter-regional features. In both datasets, we labeled ASD patients as positive and healthy controls as negative. Table 1 provides the details. 
1) DATASET ASD4
This dataset includes subjects under 15 years old from four imaging centers including KKI, NYU, UCLA_1 and YALE. We extracted cerebral cortical gray matter volumes (GMV), mean cortical thickness (GMT), subcortical structure volumes (SSV) and subcortical white matter volumes (WMT) to obtain a total of 249 structural features for each T1-weighted MRI. We selected 450 rs-fMRI features with the largest coefficients using the labels from the functional connectivity features. Thus, we formulated a binary MTMV classification problem with 4 tasks and 2 views on ASD4.
2) DATASET ASD5
We collected T1-weighted MRI and rs-fMRI of subjects under 15 years old from an additional five imaging centers: LEUVEN_2, OHSU, PITT, STANDFORD and UM_1. The feature extraction method was the same as used for ASD4. This feature extraction method was used to conduct a 5-task 2-view binary classification experiment with ASD5.
In the first part of the experiments, we compared the performance of all algorithms in terms of classification accuracy. We tabulated the results in Tables 2 and Table 3 and visualized the results in Figure 6 , from which we can observe that the classification accuracies of LeastL21, regMVMT, CSL-MTMV and M3CC were all less than 80%, while CMO-MTMV achieved an average of 91.26% and 94.27% from both ASD4 and ASD5, respectively. This demonstrates the benefit of the multi-objective optimization procedure within CMO-MTMV, which provides a greater opportunity to find global optimal solutions. This procedure is effective even when the training set is small, as seen with the results from LEUVEN_2, OHSU and PITT. From Tables 2 and 3 , we noted that the SEN and SPE of LeastL21 and regMVMT from certain image centers were presented as NaN. According to the Eqs. (22) and (23), the NaN on SEN indicates that none of the positive labeled instances was correctly classified, while the NaN on SPE indicates that none of the negative labeled instances was correctly recognized. The appearance of NaN indicates the instability of LeastL21 and regMVMT in ASD datasets. In summary, CMO-MTMV achieved the best performance over all methods.
In the second part of the experiments, we demonstrate how different relations in our model affect the performance. In our experiment, we incorporated different combination of objectives in CMO-MTMV and formulated the MTMV learning problem as a 3-objective, 4-objective, 5-objective or 6-objective optimization problem, respectively. Table 4 tabulates the experimental settings.
In the experiment, we repeated CMO-MTMV on ASD5 using different combination of objectives in Table 4 for 20 times and recorded the average classification error rate over 250 iterations. We plotted the results in Figure 7 , from which one may observe that all classification error rates vibrated severely at the beginning of the iteration and then decreased gradually. When the objectives include the loss function, task-task and view-view relations, the classification error rates leveled out at approximately 10% after 250 iterations. When we added more objectives including the sparsity, instance-instance relation and feature-feature relation in order, the classification error rate decreased to approximately 7.2%, 5.2% and 4.6%, respectively.
C. EXPERIMENTS USING THE NUS-WIDE OBJECT DATASET
In this subsection, we conducted experiments on NUS-WIDE Object dataset, (http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg /research/NUS-WIDE.htm), which was widely used for machine-learning VOLUME 6, 2018 applications [35] - [37] . In NUS-WIDE Object, each image was annotated with object names, such as boats, flowers, rocks, trees, tower, and plane. Six types of low-level features were extracted for these images, including 64-D color histograms, 144-D color correlograms, 73-D edge direction histograms, 128-D wavelet textures, 225-D block-wise color moments, and 500-D bags of words based on the sift description, which generated a multi-view dataset. We derived two subsets from NUS-WIDE Object, NWO3 and NWO5, as follows. Table 5 tabulates the details.
1) DATASET NWO3
This dataset containes three classification tasks. Each task must recognize a specific object, which were birds, flowers and trees. In each task, the instances annotated as this object were labeled positive, whereas all instances belonging to other objects were labeled negative. In NWO3, 64-D color histograms, 144-D color correlograms, 73-D edge direction histograms, 128-D wavelet textures, and 225-D block-wise color moments were selected to form 5 views.
2) Dataset NWO5
Five different objects (birds, boats, rocks, sun and vehicle) were selected to form 5 classification tasks. Each task contained 30 randomly selected instances annotated as this object, which were labeled positive, as well as 30 randomly selected instances belonging to other objects, which were labeled negative. In NWO5, color histograms (64-D), blockwise color moments (225-D) and color auto-correlograms (144-D) were selected to form 3 views. Tables 6-7 tabulate the overall performance of all methods, from which one may observe that CMO-MTMV performed best compared with its rivals. For LeastL21, regMVMT, CSL-MTMV, M3CC and CMO-MTMV, the average classification accuracies for NWO3 were 62.82%, 50.66%, 71.47%, 72.37% and 86.95%, respectively. The classification accuracies all declined when they ran on NWO5, which was reasonable because NWO5 included fewer views than NWO3 did. However, reducing view numbers did not obviously affect the classificaiton accuracies of CMO-MTMV. The classification accuracy of CMO-MTMV stabilized at up to 85% for all tasks on NWO5.
D. EXPERIMENTS USING THE 20-NEWSGROUPS TEXT DATASET
In this subsection, we conducted experiments to investigate how the instance number in each task affected the performance of CMO-MTMV. We generated a set of datasets with different instance numbers based on the 20-Newsgroups database (http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgro-ups/), which consisted of 20,000 documents taken from 20 Usenet newsgroups. Table 8 shows the details of the datasets, in which 20NG2_n indicates the dataset name and n is the task size in this dataset.
To generate multiple views for each task, we took the common words of both classes as the common view and the words existing only in single class as the specified view. In this way, we constructed 3 views for each task. As in many existing text mining works, we adopted the tf-idf weighting scheme on each dataset. To further reduce the number of features in each view, we represented the features using latent semantic indexing. Specifically, we performed documents. However, the performance of CMO-MTMV was stable at 90% even when the number of documents decreased sharply compared with other algorithms, illustrating the effectiveness of MO-MTMV for a small training set.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, based on explicit consideration of the drawbacks of existing single-objective MTMV learning methods, we propose a novel cooperative multi-objective MTMV learning method (CMO-MTMV) that casts traditional MTMV learning as a multi-objective optimization problem. Specifically, we first propose a novel MTMV model with more relations being considered simultaneously. After that, we develop an effective CMOQPSO algorithm by extending the original QPSO to a multi-objective version to optimize the MOP of CMO-MTMV. CMOQPSO utilizes a novel multi-swarm strategy to maintain diversity while enhancing the global convergence property of the algorithm. Experimental results based on real-world databases illustrate that CMO-MTMV significantly outperforms LeastL21, reg-MVMT, CSL-MTMV and M3CC in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, CMO-MTMV is not sensitive to the number of training instances and it still achieves high classification accuracy in scenarios involving small training samples. The superiority of the proposed CMO-MTMV method lies in the novel MTMV model, which integrates more relations, as well as the strategy of casting MTMV learning as a multi-objective optimization problem.
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